Programme

10.30-12.00  • Welcome and introduction
  Prof. Franco Moriconi - Rector of the University of Perugia
  Prof. Massimiliano Rinaldo Barchi - Director of Physics and Geology Department

- Deputy Rectors:
  Prof. Massimiliano Marianelli - Deputy Rector for Teaching
  Prof.ssa Anna Martellotti - Deputy Rector for Orientation
  Prof. Fabio Maria Santucci - Deputy Rector for International Cooperation
  Prof.ssa Elena Stanghellini - Deputy Rector for International Relations

- Presentation of the Master's Degree in Petroleum Geology
  Prof.ssa Simonetta Cirilli - Coordinator of the Geology Study Courses

- Eni overview with a focus on the role of Eni Corporate University
  Dott.ssa Federica Sassu - Eni Corporate University

- Eni, its peers and the Geoscientist of the future
  Dr. Giacomo Spadini - Vice President Geological and Geophysical studies at Eni HQ

12.00-13.00  • Final remarks and buffet